
Brief : To create a floating band stand that can be navigated along the River Severn and  
around the Droitwich Ring canal system for the Canal and River Trust.

Design: Views of a large bevy of swans floating on the River Severn by Worcester 
Cathedral often attract headlines in the media. The view of a giant mechanical swan 
sailing up stream would draw greater attention to the historic city.

Materiality : The band stand is constructed using recycled plastics, rusty bikes, shopping 
trolleys recovered from the waterways, Tarpaulin and a narrow boat.

Environmental : Electric solar panels are integrated with the structure. This electrical 
power is stored within the hull in the form of Tesla home batteries. This power operates 
the boat's motors to silently navigate the waterways and operates the pulley and winches, 
enabling the automaton wings to move. The wings in transit can either be folded away, or 
put out on display and used a wind propulsion to assist the motors.

Hafren's Swan
Floating Band Stand
Worcester, Worcestershire

Bones provide the structure to wings. These are 
restrained by tendons and the movement is 
controlled by muscles.

Hafren bows her 
head to pass 
through low bridges

The canopy folds back  
neatly to negotiate narrow 
sections

Additional jetty cygnets 
towed behind carry 
platforms to create the 
performance stage

Kinetic Wings and feathers made using water proof 
canvas. All controlled by wires, winches and pulleys

Old shopping trolleys, push bikes bike and waste plastics recovered from the 
waterways to be re-used to form the structure.
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Hafren unfolds her wings to form the bandstand canopy
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